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a b s t r a c t

To understand the world around us, continuous streams of information including speech must be seg-
mented into units that can be mapped onto stored representations. Recent evidence has shown that
event-related potentials (ERPs) can index the online segmentation of sound streams. In the current study,
listeners were trained to recognize sequences of three nonsense sounds that could not easily be rehearsed.
Beginning 40 ms after onset, sequence-initial sounds elicited a larger amplitude negativity after compared
eywords:
RP
peech segmentation
tatistical learning
uditory

to before training. This difference was not evident for medial or final sounds in the sequences. Across stud-
ies, ERP segmentation effects are remarkably similar regardless of the available segmentation cues and
nature of the continuous streams. These results indicate the preferential processing of sequence-initial
information is not domain specific and instead implicate a more general cognitive mechanism such as
temporally selective attention.
elective attention
1

One of the challenges of perceptual processing is determining
here one object or event ends and the next begins. For example,
atural speech consists of multiple acoustic changes, with silence
s common within as between words, forcing listeners to rely on
ther sources of information to segment the continuous streams
f sound. Importantly, this process of segmentation must be car-
ied out in a rapid, online manner. Event-related potentials (ERPs)
ave proven to be a critical tool for indexing online segmentation.
or example, in participants who learned to discriminate between
ix three-syllable nonsense words and foils created from the same
yllables in different sequences, word onsets in continuous streams
licited a larger negativity 70–130 ms (N1) and 200–500 ms (N400)
fter compared to before training (Sanders, Newport, & Neville,
002). In this study, there were no acoustic cues in the synthe-
ized speech that could have contributed to segmentation. Instead,
oth the N1 and N400 effects were dependent on listeners using
ewly learned lexical information acquired during a brief training
ession.

Synthesized speech is an extremely useful tool for determining
he sources of information that can be used to segment continu-
us streams. However, it is also important to determine if similar

echanisms are employed during natural language processing. To

ddress this question, ERPs elicited by acoustically similar word and
yllable onsets in normal English, Jabberwocky in which the open-
lass words had been replaced with nonwords, and sentences in
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which all of the words had been replaced with nonwords have been
compared (Sanders & Neville, 2003a). For all three types of sen-
tences, word onsets elicited a larger amplitude negativity between
70 and 120 ms (N1). Evidence for the N1 differences for sentences
composed entirely of unfamiliar nonsense words indicates lexical
segmentation cues are not necessary to observe this early ERP index
of speech segmentation. Instead, listeners were likely using mul-
tiple acoustic segmentation cues including allophonic variation,
phonotactic constraints, and language-specific rhythmic properties
(Brent & Cartwright, 1996; Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Sequi, 1992;
Jusczyk, 1999).

To make use of lexical and acoustic segmentation cues, listen-
ers have to be familiar with a language and the language-specific
associations between word boundaries and acoustic features. How-
ever, a great deal of evidence has shown that adults and infants
can make use of transitional probabilities to segment speech with
no previous knowledge of the language (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport,
1996a; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996b; Saffran, Newport, Aslin,
Tunick, & Barrueco, 1997). Listeners take advantage of the fact that
syllables that are part of the same word are heard together more
frequently than syllables that cross word boundaries to learn sylla-
ble sequences that are never presented in isolation and for which no
other segmentation cues are available. Abla, Katahira and Okanoya
(2008) demonstrated that statistical information alone can be used
to segment sounds in the same fast, online manner reported for lexi-

cal and acoustic segmentation cues. Specifically, initial compared to
medial and final tones in continuous streams elicited a larger neg-
ativity 80–160 ms (N1) and 300–500 ms (N400) with less exposure
to the stream in the group of participants who showed behavioral
evidence of larger amounts of statistical learning.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00283932
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neuropsychologia
mailto:lsanders@psych.umass.edu
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nificantly lower (t(19) = 2.33, p < .05) on the test given at the end of
the experiment.

The earliest of five consecutive 50 ms time windows for which
there were significant training × sequence position × electrode
184 L.D. Sanders et al. / Neurop

Regardless of whether listeners are relying on newly learned
exical cues (Sanders et al., 2002), native-language acoustic cues
Sanders & Neville, 2003a), or transitional probabilities for tone
equences (Abla et al., 2008), sequence-initial segments elicit
arger amplitude N1 and N400 components in listeners who have
ufficient training or experience to demonstrate a high degree
f familiarity with the sequences. Although these studies made
ery different segmentation cues available to listeners, the stim-
li shared many important traits. Specifically, all of the studies
mployed very familiar sounds (speech or tones) that could easily
e rehearsed. Therefore, it is still not clear whether or not the same
eural indices of online segmentation generalize to novel stimuli
hat have to be processed without the benefit of representations of
ndividual units built through a lifetime of experience. To test the
ypothesis that novel sounds can be segmented in a similar manner
o more familiar stimuli, the current study employed complex, non-
inguistic sounds that varied in length. Evidence that the ERP indices
f segmenting novel sounds are similar to those reported in previ-
us studies would implicate a flexible, domain-general cognitive
rocess.

. Method

Twenty right-handed adults (6 females) ages 19–27 years
M = 21) contributed data. All were native English speakers and
eported no neurological disorders or use of psychoactive med-
cation. All participants provided written consent and were
ompensated $10/h for their time. Data from an additional five
dults were collected but excluded from analysis because of arti-
acts in the EEG: low-frequency shifts (N = 2), bridging between
lectrodes (N = 2), and excessive blinks (N = 1).

Eleven non-verbal sounds (e.g., glass breaking, elephant trum-
eting, train whistle) were modified to mask the original source
nd discourage verbal labeling. Twelve listeners with no previ-
us exposure were unable to recognize the modified sounds. The
ounds (duration = 190–310 ms, M = 242 ms) were combined to cre-
te six sequences of three sounds each (duration = 660–800 ms,
= 728 ms) with some segments present in different positions in
ultiple sequences. For sounds A through K, the sequences were
BC, BDE, FGA, DHI, JEB, and HKB. Sequences were repeated 91

imes each and compiled in random order (with the exception that
o sequence could follow itself) to create a 6.6 min sound stream
ith higher transitional probabilities for sounds within sequences

0.31–1.0) than for sounds between sequences (0.1–0.2). The order
f sequences was randomized three additional times for a total of
our continuous streams saved as mono WAV files with an 11,025 Hz
ampling rate.

To test learning of the sequences, six part sequences were cre-
ted from the last two sounds of one sequence followed by the first
ound of a different sequence as follows: BCF, DEJ, GAB, HIA, EBH,
BD. Each sequence was paired with a part sequence once to create
36 item two-alternative forced-choice test. The two sequences in
ach test item were separated by 1 s of silence and test items by 5 s.
our separate randomizations of test items were created.

Participants were first asked to complete a behavioral test on
hich they indicated preference for the sequence or part sequence

or each of the 36 test pairs. EEG was then recorded while two of the
ound streams were presented. A second behavioral test followed
or which participants were instructed to choose the sequence in
ach pair that sounded more familiar. Participants were then explic-
tly trained to recognize the six sequences by using a mouse to

oint a cursor at one of six icons on the computer monitor, which
riggered the presentation of the corresponding sound sequence.
articipants were instructed to memorize the sequences to recog-
ize them on a subsequent behavioral test and were allowed to
lay each sequence as many times as wanted. A third behavioral
ogia 47 (2009) 1183–1186

test was given to assess learning and the training/testing proce-
dure was repeated until the participant responded correctly on at
least 32 of 36 test items (89% accuracy). Following training, EEG
was again recorded while the two remaining streams of sequences
were presented. As with the first presentation of the continuous
streams, participants were asked simply to listen to the sounds.
A final behavioral test was given at the end of the experiment. The
order in which the four continuous streams and four versions of the
behavioral test were presented was balanced across participants.

EEG was recorded from 128 electrodes using a 250 Hz sampling
rate and a .01–100 Hz bandpass with impedance maintained below
50 k� at all locations. A 60 Hz filter was applied offline before EEG
was segmented into 700 ms epochs beginning 100 ms before the
onset of each sound. Trials were excluded if the voltage difference
within a segment exceeded 100 �V at any electrode site including
those used to monitor blinks and eye movements. A minimum of
100 artifact-free trials for each condition was required for data to
be included in analysis. Averaged waveforms were re-referenced to
the average mastoid measurements and baseline corrected using
the 100 ms before sound onset.

Mean amplitude was measured in 50 ms bins staggered by 10 ms
(e.g., 0–50, 10–60, 20–70) for the first 200 ms after sound onset.
The first of five consecutive bins that showed statistically signifi-
cant training effects was considered the onset of a segmentation
index. Mean amplitude was also measured across the longer time-
windows of 40–200 and 300–500 ms after sound onset for com-
parison with previous studies. Data from 108 electrodes collapsed
into 12 groups of 9 were included in a repeated-measures ANOVA
(Huynh–Feldt corrected): training (before, after) × sequence posi-
tion (initial, medial, final) × anterior/posterior electrode position
(4 levels) × left/medial/right electrode position (3 levels). Follow-
up analyses were conducted at electrodes indicated by significant
training × sequence position × electrode position interactions.

2. Results

Performance on behavioral tests is shown in Fig. 1. Accuracy was
not above chance on the first test (M = 49%) but was on the second
pre-training test (M = 55%, t(19) = 3.23, p < .01). Participants spent
4–41 min training (M = 20) and took the post-training test 1–5 times
(M = 2.75). Accuracy on the final post-training test was well above
chance as required (M = 91%) and remained high (M = 86%) but sig-
Fig. 1. Accuracy on four behavioral tests of sequence recognition: T1 = before any
exposure to the sequences, T2 = after listening to two 6.6 min continuous streams,
T3 = after mastering the sequences during training, and T4 = after listening to two
additional 6.6 min streams. The solid line indicates chance performance (50%), the
dotted line indicates training criteria (89%), and error bars indicate standard error.
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ig. 2. ERPs time-locked to the onset of initial, medial, and final sounds in the seq
nterior and medial electrode positions indicated on the electrode map. Difference
he entire scalp are shown in the topographic plots. Sequence onsets in continuous
efore training.

osition interactions on ERP mean amplitude was 40–90 ms (train-
ng × sequence position × left/medial/right: F(4,76) = 3.84, p < .05).

significant training × sequence position × left/medial/right inter-
ction was observed on mean amplitude in the broader 40–200 ms
indow (F(4,76) = 4.95, p < .01). As shown in Fig. 2, training had a
ifferential effect for the three sequence positions at medial elec-
rodes (F(2,38) = 3.27, p < .05). Specifically, initial sounds elicited a
arger negativity in this time window after compared to before
raining (F(1,19) = 6.00, p < .05). In contrast, no effect of training
as observed for sequence-medial or sequence-final sounds. There
as some indication that the negative difference for initial sounds
as larger over the left than right hemisphere, but this interaction
id not reach significance (training × sequence position × left/right
lectrode position, F(2,38) = 3.20, p = .052). No training or training
y sequence position interactions were observed for mean ampli-
ude 300–500 ms.
. Discussion

When listening to continuous streams of sound, sequence-initial
egments elicit a larger early negativity regardless of the avail-
s before and after training. Waveforms are shown for recordings made at the nine
ean amplitude (after minus before training) in the 40–200 ms time window across

s elicited a larger amplitude negativity between 40 and 200 ms after compared to

able segmentation cues or nature of the auditory stimulus. The
sequence onset negativity has been observed for natural, native
language speech (Sanders & Neville, 2003a), nonsense sentences
with acoustic features patterned from a native language (Sanders &
Neville, 2003a), synthesized nonsense speech when no behavioral
evidence of statistical learning was observed (Sanders et al., 2002),
tone sequences when only statistical information was available as
a segmentation cue (Abla et al., 2008), and, in the current study, for
nonlinguistic, novel sounds that listeners learned to recognize but
could not rehearse. The similarity of the sequence onset negativity
across stimulus type and segmentation cues suggests it indexes a
very general cognitive process.

A candidate general cognitive process that may be involved in
segmentation across the wide range of conditions that have been
explored is selective attention. Selective attention, the preferential
processing of stimuli selected on the basis of a simple feature, has

been shown to be critical for perception any time more information
than can be processed in detail is present. For example, when too
much information is presented simultaneously at distinct locations,
spatial selection allows for preferential processing of the most rele-
vant stimuli. A large body of evidence shows that when listeners are
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sked to attend to sounds from one location and ignore the sounds
rom another, sounds from attended locations elicit a larger anterior
nd medial negativity between 80 and 150 ms (e.g., Hillyard, Hink,
chwent, & Picton, 1973; Hink & Hillyard, 1976; Picton, Hillyard,
alambos, & Schift, 1971). However, perceptual systems are also
verwhelmed by too much information presented rapidly in time.
nder these conditions, temporal rather than spatial selection of

elevant information becomes important. Recent studies indicate
hat listeners can use time as the simple feature to select stimuli
or preferential processing such that sounds presented at attended
ompared to unattended times elicit a larger negativity over ante-
ior and medial regions 80–150 ms after onset (Lange & Röder,
006; Lange, Rösler, & Röder, 2003; Sanders & Astheimer, 2008).

The ERP indices of auditory spatially selective attention and
uditory temporally selective attention are both remarkably similar
o the sequence onset negativity. This similarity raises the hypoth-
sis that the segmentation effects reported across a wide range of
onditions arise from listeners selectively attending to the initial
ortions of sequences presented as continuous streams. Specifi-
ally, when listening to rapidly presented information, listeners
ay not be able to processes all of the acoustic changes in detail

orcing them to select a subset for preferential processing. In con-
inuous streams, the initial portions of sequences are likely to be
articularly informative driving listeners to attend to the times ini-
ial information is presented and allocate fewer resources to the
imes subsequent information is presented. Recent evidence pro-
ides support for this hypothesis (Astheimer & Sanders, in press).
articipants were asked to listen to a narrative that included atten-
ion probes with various temporal relationships to word onsets
n continuous speech. Probes presented within the first 150 ms of

ords elicited a larger negativity between 80 and 150 ms than iden-
ical probes presented in the last 150 ms of words or at random
ontrol times. Since the acoustic environment of the probes was
imilar across conditions and the only relationship between probes
nd speech was defined by timing, the results indicate listeners
mploy temporally selective attention to preferentially process the
nitial compared to final segments of words in continuous speech.

In the current study, all listeners were trained to be highly accu-
ate at recognizing the sequences. However, in previous studies that
mployed a set amount of training (Sanders et al., 2002) or relied
n statistical learning (Abla et al., 2008), only those participants
ho showed behavioral evidence of learning a large proportion

f the sequences also showed the N1 segmentation effects. Fur-
her, native Japanese speakers listening to normal English and
nglish-sounding nonsense sentences did not show any evidence
f segmentation within the first 300 ms after word onset (Sanders
Neville, 2003b). Studies employing a familiarization paradigm

n which words were initially presented in isolation and then in
ontinuous speech indicate that the earliest indication of segmen-
ation for 10-month-old infants is 340 ms after onset (Kooijman,
agoort, & Cutler, 2005) and in non-native speakers is 515 ms after
nset (Snijders, Kooijman, Cultler, & Hagoort, 2007). Taken together
hese studies indicate that expertise, though not necessarily learn-
ng a language as a native speaker, is necessary for the rapid, online
egmentation indexed by the early ERP effects.

The findings that only expert listeners show the N1 segmen-
ation effects and that skilled listeners use temporally selective
ttention to process speech suggest a relationship between selec-
ive attention ability and receptive language processing. Recent
vidence indicates there is a relationship between spatially selec-
ive attention and language processing in development (Stevens,

anders, & Neville, 2006; Stevens, Fanning, Coch, Sanders, & Neville,
008). Children with specific language impairment do not show the
arly differences in neurosensory processing of attended and unat-
ended sounds evident in normally developing children. Further,
omputer-based training designed to improve receptive language
ogia 47 (2009) 1183–1186

skill affects both scores on standardized tests of language process-
ing and ERP indices of spatially selective attention (Stevens et al.,
2008). By employing nonlinguistic stimuli and measures of tempo-
rally as well as spatially selective attention, it will be possible to test
the hypothesis that the mechanistic link between selective atten-
tion and speech perception is the allocation of temporally selective
attention to the initial portions of sound sequences in continuous
streams.
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